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How to

Price an Owner’s
Interest in a CPA Firm
H
Dramatically different
demographic and market
conditions require new
strategies to pay for buyouts.
by Joel Sinkin and
Terrence Putney, CPA

ere’s a scenario playing out in partner meetings across the
country. Dewey, Kowntem & Howe LLC (DKH) is a fivepartner, second-generation firm. John Howe is one of the
founding partners. Over the years, the firm bought out Chuck
Dewey and Alice Kowntem using terms the three partners agreed
to when they formed the firm. It was difficult paying for those buyouts, but the firm got through it. Because of the way the firm reallocated equity following Chuck’s and Alice’s buyouts, John’s
equity share is now 65%.
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John announced at a recent partner
meeting that next tax season would be
his last. However, his partners let him

know that they didn’t think they could
afford the buyout terms dictated by
their operating agreement. John was
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shocked and hurt to learn his partners did
not share the same commitment to the
agreement he had made when buying out
Chuck and Alice.
What went wrong for John?
The tremendous number of Baby
Boomer owners of CPA firms is causing
many firms to reconsider the agreements
they negotiated 20 or 30 years ago. Younger
partners often are wondering how the firm
will survive as they take on the burden of
paying several senior partners simultaneously on what appear to be onerous terms.
This article addresses current trends
and techniques for setting the price for
ownership stakes in internal ownership
transfers in CPA firms. The two previous
articles in this three-part series addressed
valuations of small CPA firms (“Pricing Issues for Small Firm Sales,” Oct. 2014, page
24) and larger CPA firms (“Pricing Issues
for Midsize and Large Firm Sales,” Nov.
2014, page 50).
The concept of price in this article
should not be confused with the value that
a CPA Accredited in Business Valuation
(ABV) might place on an accounting firm
in a formal business valuation. This article addresses the set of terms for the buyout of an owner and the business plan that

backs up the transition of that owner’s key
responsibilities.
Although many internal buyout terms
are structured in a way that tries to mimic
the external market, the trend is clearly toward lower prices for internal transfers.
There are several reasons for this, in addition to the increasing reluctance of
younger partners in firms to take on large
retirement obligations. Those are:
■ An owners’ agreement is, in essence,
a put option. The firm and your
partners are contractually obligated
to buy you out once you have met
the criteria in the agreement. There
is no such obligation in an external
transaction. Just like in the stock
market, where acquiring a put option has a cost for the person receiving the option, your cost for that
feature may be a lower sales price.
■ One of your firm’s objectives in an
internal buyout is its long-term viability as an independent entity. Otherwise, you would sell. The trade-off
for that is terms that make that possible. You aren’t typically as interested in the viability of the buyer in an
external transaction once you have
been paid.

■

The terms for an internal sales transaction are normally different from
those for an external one. A key difference is that internal payments are
often fixed at the date of retirement
whereas external transactions almost
always have post-closing contingencies. That difference, as well as other
differences in terms, explains a lower
valuation with regard to the pricing.

TRANSITION: THE UNDERLYING
BASIS FOR VALUE
One of the things that bothered John
Howe’s partners about his buyout was the
close relationship he had with some of his
major clients. John had always bragged that
no one could ever replace him, and he made
no effort to introduce his clients to his other
partners. As an example, one of John’s
clients was billed about $150,000 per year
in fees that were generated to a great extent
by the time John spent personally advising
the client’s owners. DKH’s agreement required no adjustment for business lost after
John’s retirement. John’s partners feared
they would, in essence, be paying for clients
they wouldn’t keep.
An accounting firm’s value is made up
of two asset pools: tangible and intangible.
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The accrual-basis net equity in most firms
can be considered the tangible value. The
intangible value can be made up of the
client list, workforce in place, brand name,
and goodwill. Usually, the client relationships the firm has are considered to be the
bulk of the intangible value. In most transactions, whether internal or external, the
total price of the transaction is the sum of
the firm’s tangible book value and intangible book value, however intangible value
might be determined.
What often is missed in the evaluation
of value is that it is also tied to the firm’s
ability to transfer client relationships from
an owner who is selling or retiring, to other
key people in the firm, probably partners.
The value should reflect how effectively
the transfer can be made under the circumstances and the risk that the transition
might eventually fail.
Many internal buyouts fix the payments at the date of retirement. That
makes sense if the firm has brand-loyal
clients or a strong plan for the transition
of partner-loyal client relationships and the
plan is given time to be executed. For instance, a logical approach to this might be
to require a retiring partner to (1) provide
a minimum of two years’ notice ahead of
a retirement date or of when he or she intends to otherwise sell his or her owner interest, and (2) execute a formal transition
plan. If either requirement is not met, the

payments might become contingent or be
subject to a predetermined discount. (See
the JofA article, “The Long Goodbye,” Aug.
2013, page 36, for more information on
the timing of initiating the transition.)
Smaller firms tend to have many more
partner-loyal clients, which means their
clients are loyal to an individual partner in the
firm (like John Howe). A properly executed
transition in this type of firm is critical.

BACKWARD- PRICING
ANALYSIS
You may have helped clients evaluate potential acquisitions. Can you imagine suggesting to a client that it acquire a business
knowing the terms of the deal would not
be cash flow positive for a significant time?
The buyout terms for the owners need to
meet the same test. When an owner retires,
the firm has the compensation that owner
used to be paid as “capital” to help pay for
the buyout and transition. Capital needs
to be used for three things: (1) The owner’s
labor has to be replaced; (2) his or her
owner interest has to be paid for; and (3)
an adequate amount of additional profit
has to be left over to motivate the remaining owners to undertake the increased responsibility and assume the risk
of the obligation.
In John Howe’s case, his partners performed a backward-pricing analysis. The
result was that John’s intangible value

(based on using one-time revenues for the
firm multiplied by his 65% owner interest)
was $1.95 million, which was calculated as
65% of the firm’s $3 million in annual revenue. However, owner compensation in
the firm was much more equally allocated
than the equity, and John’s compensation
was about $300,000 annually. On top of
that, John was to be paid $390,000 for his
share of the firm’s tangible book value,
which totaled $600,000.
Because the payment term required for
John’s capital account was one year and
the payment term for his retirement was
five years, the firm would pay $390,000
per year for five years for retirement on top
of another $390,000 in the first year for
the capital. The negative cash flow for the
full five years was significant. Said one of
the remaining partners: “I’ll spend the next
five years paying John off, making less
compensation, and the firm will be borrowing. Then it will be my turn to retire.
Why am I not excited about this plan?”
Often this problem can be addressed by
changing the buyout’s terms, although it
may also be necessary to change the total
pricing scheme. For instance, rather than
paying John’s capital account upfront or
during the first year, DKH might consider stretching the payments over five or
even 10 years. The same holds true for retirement payments. Retirement payments
made over five or fewer years seldom meet

EXECUTIVE SU M MARY
■ There is downward pressure
on pricing for internal transfers
of ownership in CPA firms.
Among the factors are the enormous number of Baby Boomer
accounting firm partners at or
near retirement age, decades-old
buyout agreements with terms
that now seem onerous to
younger partners, and younger
partners’ reluctance to take on
large amounts of debt to meet
those terms.
■ Two asset pools, tangible and
intangible, make up an accounting firm’s value. The tangible

value can be considered to be the
accrual-basis net equity, while the
intangible value can consist of the
client list, workforce in place,
brand name, and goodwill. The
firm’s client relationships generally
represent most of the firm’s intangible value.
■ Unlike most outside sales, internal buyouts often fix payments at the date of retirement.
This works if the clients are firmloyal rather than partner-loyal.
Being able to transfer clients is
essential to the buyout’s success
and value to the firm.
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■ A good way to assess a buyout package is to do a backward-pricing analysis. This can
show what the cash flow will be
for the deal at the proposed
terms.
■ Many firms are stretching out
capital account and retirement
payments to as long as 10
years. This improves a firm’s cash
flow.
■ As firms increase in size, they
tend to change their method of
calculating buyout payments.
The migration usually goes from
multiple of book of business to

percentage of ownership to multiple of compensation.
Joel Sinkin (jsinkin@transition
advisors.com) is president, and
Terrence Putney (tputney@
transitionadvisors.com) is CEO,
both of Transition Advisors LLC in
New York City.
To comment on this article or to
suggest an idea for another article, contact Jeff Drew, senior editor, at jdrew@aicpa.org or
919-402-4056.
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the objectives of the backward-pricing
analysis. Increasingly, firms are stretching
payment terms to 10 years or more.

MARKET TRENDS FOR
INTERNAL BUYOUTS
There are three common ways of pricing
an owner’s interest in a CPA firm. The 2012
PCPS Succession Survey for multiowner
firms discovered the following (percentages are of respondents with an agreement
to pay a retirement benefit):
■ 16% set value based on an owner’s
managed book of business.
■ 37% set value based on ownership
multiplied by a value for the whole
firm.
■ 22% set value based on a multiple of
the retiring owner’s compensation.
■ The remaining 25% use another
method, which likely includes a
fixed value or a hybrid of the above
methods.
The authors’ experience is as firms increase in size, they tend to migrate from
the book-of-business method to the ownership method and finally to the multipleof-compensation method.
The multiple-of-compensation method
is inherently linked to the other two methods when considering how it portrays the
firm’s overall value. The classic average
ratio of owner compensation to revenues
is 33%, so three times compensation is
theoretically the same as one times revenue. The key difference is the compensation method allocates value on the basis
of a much more dynamic metric, compensation, rather than what might be considered an arbitrary metric, ownership
percentage. Many firms believe compensation reflects a more current measurement of contribution to the firm’s value.
Whereas, 10 years ago, CPA firms
using the book-of-business and ownership methods routinely valued revenue at
one times and even more, and firms using
the compensation method used a multiple of three times or higher, the trend
today is for much lower valuation multiples as demonstrated by the following
data from the PCPS survey:
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43% of those respondents using revenue multiples use one times revenue, 8% use more than one times
revenue, 22% use between 80% of
revenue and one times revenue, and
24% use less than 80% of revenue.
■ 35% of those respondents using compensation multiples use three times
compensation, 12% use more than
■

AICPA RESOURCES
JofA articles
■ “Pricing Issues for Midsize and Large Firm
Sales,” Nov. 2014, page 50
■ “Pricing Issues for Small Firm Sales,” Oct.
2014, page 24
■ “How to Maximize Client Retention After a
Merger,” April 2014, page 42
■ “Managing Owner Transition Through an
Owners’ Agreement,” March 2014, page 42
■ “How to Manage Internal Succession,”
Feb. 2014, page 38
■ “How to Value a CPA Firm for Sale,” Nov.
2013, page 30
■ “How to Select a Successor,” Sept. 2013,
page 40
■ “The Long Goodbye,” Aug. 2013, page 36
Use journalofaccountancy.com to find past
articles.
Publications
■ 2014 Valuation Handbook—Guide to Cost
of Capital (#PBV1402P, paperback)
■ Business Reference Guide 2014
(#BBP9780974851891, paperback)
■ Business Valuation Practice Management
Toolkit (#PPM1208P, paperback;
#PPM1211E, ebook; #PFVSBVTO, oneyear online access)
■ CPA Firm Mergers & Acquisitions: How
to Buy a Firm, How to Sell a Firm, and How
to Make the Best Deal (#PPM1304P, paperback; #PPM1304E, ebook)
■ Securing the Future: Volume 1: Building
Your Firm’s Succession Plan; Volume 2: Implementing Your Firm’s Succession Plan
(#PPM1307HI, volume 1 & 2 set, paperback; #PPM1305P, volume 1, paperback;
#PPM1305E, volume 1, ebook;
#PPM1306P, volume 2, paperback;
#PPM1306D, volume 2, online access)
CPE self-study
■ Critical Tools for Today’s Controller and

three times, 17% use 2.5 times, and
the remaining 35% use less than 2.5
times.
(Note that, in most agreements, the
above multiples address only the retirement or intangible value, with
capital accounts or book value paid
in addition to these amounts.)
The authors have worked with dozens

CFO (#741277, text; #163080, one-year
online access)
■ Moving Up the Value Chain: Best Practices for Taking Your Firm to the Next Level
(#BLI165020, one-year online access)
■ Understanding Business Valuation
(#732886, text)
For more information or to make a purchase,
go to cpa2biz.com or call the Institute at
888-777-7077.
Survey report
■ 2012 PCPS Succession Survey for multiowner firms, tinyurl.com/qzhabug
FVS Section and ABV credential
Membership in the Forensic and Valuation
Services (FVS) Section provides access to
numerous specialized resources in the
forensic and valuation services discipline
areas, including practice guides and exclusive member discounts for products and
events (such as free access to the Business
Reference Guide online database). Visit the
FVS Center at aicpa.org/FVS. Members
with a specialization in business valuation
may be interested in applying for the Accredited in Business Valuation (ABV) credential. Information about the ABV
credential program is available at
aicpa.org/ABV.
Private Companies Practice Section and
Succession Planning Resource Center
The Private Companies Practice Section
(PCPS) is a voluntary firm membership section for CPAs that provides member firms
with targeted practice management tools
and resources, including the Succession
Planning Resource Center, as well as a
strong, collective voice within the CPA profession. Visit the PCPS Firm Practice Center at aicpa.org/PCPS. The Succession
Planning Resource Center is available at
tinyurl.com/SuccessionCenter.
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of firms over the past 20 years, and there
is a common theme. Primarily in an effort
to (1) make the prospects of taking over
for retiring partners more attractive to
younger partners, and (2) increase the
probability that firms can make good on
their retirement obligations to former partners, many firms have modified the pricing multiples in their agreements to reduce
the overall retirement benefit. The alternative route some firms have taken, especially smaller firms where selling is an
option, is to look for a third-party buyer
if (1) the younger partners are unwilling
to execute the terms of their firm’s owner
agreement, or (2) the senior partners lack
confidence that the younger partners will
be able to make all the payments.
When assessing what is right for your
firm, the best approach is the backwardpricing analysis discussed above. However, the survey data can provide insights to
how your agreement compares to the mar-

ket and what other firms may have done
to address affordability.

DEATH AND DISABILITY
Most agreements will require an owner’s
interest to be acquired in the case of death
or permanent disability, and often the
terms and pricing will be the same as an
orderly retirement. However, consider the
following. The disruption this kind of
event causes the firm, and the potential for
lost business, is not much different than
if an owner were to abruptly quit. The
clients will experience a sudden loss of
their trusted adviser and, if the client base
is predominantly partner-loyal, the effect
can be dramatic.
Fortunately, insurance usually is available for this type of event. The authors recommend that insurance be used as much
as possible to cover the obligation the firm
will have to the owner to mitigate the effects any loss of business might have. If in-

surance is not obtained, it may be advisable to treat the buyout under the same
terms as would be used for a termination
without adequate notice.

CONCLUSION
So how did DKH resolve its problem with
John? He delayed his retirement by a year,
and the firm instituted an aggressive plan
for his transition. Under the assumption
that John probably was more replaceable
than he thought, the remaining partners
agreed to fix his payments at the date he
retired if he executed the transition plan
to their satisfaction. Rather than asking
John to take a substantial reduction in the
pricing of his retirement, DKH suggested extending John’s retirement payment
period to 12 years (it was five years) and
his capital account payout to five years
(previously capital was to be paid upfront). John agreed, giving this story a
happy ending.
❖

